Present and Future of Digital Health in Diabetes and Metabolic Disease
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The use of information and communication technology (ICT) in medical and healthcare services goes beyond everyday life. Expectations of a new medical environment, not previously experienced by ICT, exist in the near future. In particular, chronic metabolic diseases such as diabetes and obesity, have a high prevalence and high social and economic burden. In addition, the continuous evaluation and monitoring of daily life is important for effective treatment and management. Therefore, the wide use of ICT-based digital health systems is required for the treatment and management of these diseases. In this article, we compiled a variety of digital health technologies introduced to date in the field of diabetes and metabolic diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

With the development of information and communication technology (ICT), radical changes have occurred in the daily lives of modern people. Such change began with the growth of personal computers, and rapidly increased with the expansion of wired internet. However, even more dramatic changes have more recently occurred with the growth of smartphones and wireless technology.

Today, major components of ICT are not only used in everyday life, but also in medical and healthcare services. In the near future, the new medical environment will see changes not previously experienced.

Metabolic diseases such as diabetes mellitus (DM) and obesity are chronic diseases with a high prevalence and high social, economic burdens [1,2]. In addition, the constant evaluation and management of daily life habits, such as diet, exercise, and medication prescribed by a doctor, are important. Therefore, the wide use of various digital health components in this chronic disease area is expected, and will likely shift the current medical paradigm radically.

This article intends, firstly, to summarize the use of various digital health technologies developed thus far in the area of DM and metabolic diseases and, secondly, to predict the future evolution of this field.

DIGITAL HEALTH

Digital health is a methodology that uses ICT to more efficiently personalize, and precisely address, the various prob-
lems people face with health [3,4]. In addition to healthcare, experts and stakeholders from various fields such as engineering, public health, and the economy are also involved in the digital health arena.

In general, the provision of digital health services facilitates the collection of data related to an individual’s condition, analyzes data to evaluate clinical or pre-clinical conditions, and provides the personalized intervention or monitoring for an area of interest [3,5]. These services not only include traditional interfaces such as e-mail, text messages, and web, but also new technology-based services such as smartphones, applications, and wearable devices (Fig. 1) [6]. Furthermore, the digital health field incorporates advanced and specialized services directly utilized by doctors and healthcare professionals.

DM, METABOLIC DISEASES, AND DIGITAL HEALTH

Due to the nature of metabolic diseases such as DM and obesity, several attempts have been made to apply elements of digital health for effective treatment and management [7,8]. First, chronic metabolic diseases have a high prevalence and high social and economic costs [1,9]. Second, most are difficult to treat and manage only with medical services in hospitals, and continuous management and monitoring of daily lifestyle is necessary. In particular, it is possible to utilize digital health components for health promotion and disease prevention from pre-clinical phases such as obesity and pre-diabetes [10]. This provides various information suitable for the user’s clinical condition, improves self-management efficiency, improves the clinical course through personalized intervention, and can be used for early screening and effective treatment of complications.

DIGITAL HEALTH IN PRE-CLINICAL CONDITION

In pre-clinical situations where clinical symptoms are not prominent, the following digital health elements can be utilized.

Assessment of daily activity

Wristbands, belts, patch-type wearable devices, and smartphone sensors can be used to measure and evaluate an individual’s activity (Table 1). Indicators such as activity amount, activity intensity, and calorie consumption are automatically estimated and transmitted to the user while using these devices. Previous studies show the high accuracy of these measurement device indicators [11,12]. Improvements in recently released equipment now enable the monitoring of cardiovascular dis-

Fig. 1. Various tools for digital health. Adapted from IQVIA by the policies for data download and sharing [6].
ease-related indicators, such as heart rate and electrocardio-
gram (ECG), and lifestyle indicators, such as sleep quality [13,14]. Studies also report that these indicators can accurately reflect the clinical situation of chronic metabolic disease [13,14]. These monitoring systems need to be applied to prevention of cardiovascular disease in diabetes and metabolic diseases, and it is necessary to come up with measures that can be used more conveniently by users in the long term.

**Evaluation of eating habits**

The assessment of eating habits is important for the management of chronic metabolic diseases. However, to accurately assess an individual’s diet over an extended period of time is very difficult. The quantitative evaluation of data is not easy due to variations in food selection, processing, cooking, and consumption methods for each race, culture, country, and individual. With the recent development of a continuous blood glucose meter and intestinal microbiome analysis, significant advances have been made in the methodology for individualized dietary assessment, at least in the field of diabetes and metabolic diseases.

The food diary, using a smartphone application, is a well-known simple tool. However, it is difficult for a user to constantly record data based on his or her eating habits. The recent function of photographing a user’s meal with a smartphone, and using these images to quantify the composition and calories of the food, has been developed [15,16]. Furthermore, it was recently confirmed that the blood glucose changes for a standardized diet show a significant difference according to the variety of individual intestinal microbiome [17,18]. A dietary recommendation service considering these individual characteristics was also released. Diet management is paramount in the management of diabetes and metabolic diseases. However, it is important to come up with more diverse and effective solutions to improve diet control, as it is also a very difficult part to keep track of diet habits and make behavioral changes.

**Weight reduction**

Beyond the simple recording or delivery of information, a number of interventional services to “promote health” have also been developed and distributed. Although these services have a medical purpose, they are implemented with the goal of disease prevention, and so differ from general medical practice. Some employers encourage digital health-based promotional activities for employees and provide incentives for users with high participation rates [19].

Intervention for weight loss is the most well-known service in this area. It is usually configured to record and manage various variables related to a user’s daily life and provide feedback to successfully achieve a target weight. At least short-term effect has been demonstrated for some of these interventions [8,20,21]. However, variations in quality between services and insufficient scientific evidence of many services, highlights a need for user protection [22]. In addition, when a user who does not correspond to the recommended indication uses this kind of service, it may be possible to obtain a result that is dif-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-clinical condition</td>
<td>Activity tracker, heart rate, electrocardiogram, sleep quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of daily activity</td>
<td>Evaluation of meal time, frequency, total food intake, and calorie pursuing automation with the “food lens” function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of eating habits</td>
<td>Obesity management applications, online diabetes prevention program interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight reduction/diabetes prevention</td>
<td>Evidence-based reference materials, Chatbot service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient education</td>
<td>Continuous glucose monitoring systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced blood glucose measurement</td>
<td>Oral medication with biosensor, insulin dose calculator, digital insulin pen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement of medication adherence</td>
<td>Screening of retinopathy, and foot ulcer, detection and/or prediction of fall, hypertension management, home urinalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation and management of complications</td>
<td>Remote blood glucose monitoring, human coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct involvement from healthcare professionals</td>
<td>’ResearchKit’, mSToPs study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different from the expectation, but in general, caution is required because accurate guidance is insufficient. Weight loss is the result of a very complex factor affecting each other. More effective measures seem to be needed to monitor various factors, such as eating habits, exercise habits, stress, and sleep patterns, and to keep users following them.

Prevention of DM
In recent years, digital health technologies have been used to achieve more specialized medical goals, such as diabetes prevention. Diabetes prevention intervention using digital health was developed based on the core content of the well-known United States diabetes prevention program (DPP) [23]. In particular, in the United States, such online interventions for DPP are provided with a reimbursement for its cost [24,25].

The reimbursement of health insurance for the prevention of disease, not the treatment of disease, is currently rare. If this attempt proves to be successful, it will be an important milestone in the field of public health and digital health. Currently, research on the effectiveness of web-based intervention programs to prevent diabetes is being conducted in Korea, and the results will be announced soon [26].

DIGITAL HEALTH FOR PEOPLE WITH DM
Various digital health technologies have been introduced to improve the clinical course of people with diabetes. Such technologies provide reliable disease information, assist self-care management, and enable more effective interaction between patients, doctors, and healthcare professionals.

Patient education
Research shows that systematic education from an expert positively affects the clinical course of people with DM [27]. However, the implementation of effective diabetes education in the field is not easy. In Korea, for example, diabetes education from experts is not covered by medical insurance and is, therefore, particularly difficult.

Digital health technology enables people with DM to receive effective education at a low cost, regardless of time and location. Various digital health-based diabetes education programs, developed by experts, are actively spreading, some supported by studies proving their effectiveness [28]. Recently, advanced services using chat bots enable active user participation and question and answer sessions [29]. It needs to be accompanied by a policy of providing effective training to patients and ensuring adequate benefits for both the medical staff and the patients.

Advanced blood glucose measurement
The portable blood glucose meter device was released long ago, but recently, blood sugar data can be automatically collected, stored, and analyzed with the connection of a smartphone and an application for effective self-management of people with DM.

Continuous blood glucose meters can be classified as a type of wearable device. The glucose of the interstitial fluid is measured at 5 minute intervals with a sensor inserted under the skin, which can be used for 3 to 7 days. Due to recent performance improvements, equipment without the need for calibration such as flash glucose monitoring system has been released, which makes checking blood sugar and obtaining real time readings possible, creating the possibility to proactively respond to hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia [30]. In particular, this device can usefully serve as a form of “artificial pancreas” for users, in conjunction with an insulin pump. Recently, the hybrid closed-loop artificial pancreas was approved by the U.S. food and drug administration (FDA) [31,32]. Also recently, a new bloodless glucose measurement technique, capable of real-time glucose reading, in the form of watches, tattoos, and contact lenses has been actively researched, and much progress is expected for monitoring blood glucose in people with DM in the future [33,34].

Improvement of medication adherence
The majority of people with diabetes require lifelong oral or injectable medications. The use of a medication notification service, via a smartphone, can help improve their medication adherence [35]. Although not directly related to people with DM, recent attempts have been made to improve medication adherence for the treatment of schizophrenia by combining sensors with oral medications [36]. Possibly, therefore, this methodology will expand for the management of various other chronic diseases where adherence to drugs is important.

For insulin users, an insulin dose calculator has been developed to evaluate the amount of carbohydrates in a meal and provide an insulin dose based thereon [37]. In addition, for the convenience of insulin users, a digital insulin pen that supports automatic detection of insulin type, the fine adjustment of insulin dosage, and a notification function for injection time and hypoglycemia was released [38]. Increasing compliance with
insulin use is very important, and it is also necessary to consider the application of IoT (Internet of Things) to monitor insulin use and the system that provides effective education.

Evaluation and management of complications
Digital health equipment for the evaluation and management of diabetes-specific chronic complications has also been developed and launched. For example, fundoscopy systems, using smartphones or handheld cameras, are expanding in scope to screen for diabetic retinopathy [39]. The collected images can be graded using machine learning, and effectively screened for persons in need of treatment by an ophthalmologist [40]. Diabetic foot ulcer screening equipment has also appeared [41], and is designed to scan the foot when the patient is on a weight scale. The image is then used to evaluate whether or not a foot ulcer is present. Furthermore, position detection sensors can identify a fall that may occur in an emergency situation such as a cardiovascular accident or hypoglycemia and, accordingly, equipment that can link with an emergency rescue service has been released [42].

Direct involvement from healthcare professionals
In the United States, a “virtual hospital” system is in operation. This system remotely collects clinical patient information, using various sensors and monitoring equipment in the patient’s home, and performs remote clinical treatment and monitoring based on this data [43,44]. Furthermore, a pilot service to remotely monitor blood glucose information of people with DM, obtained through a continuous blood glucose meter, and provide personalized treatment information is also known [45]. In addition to blood sugar, a system has been developed to monitor various biological signals, and inform medical staff of important clinical changes in advance, even if the patient has no symptoms, by using an artificial intelligence monitoring algorithm. Obesity and diabetes management services that use on-line coaching directly related to medical professionals, rather than a simple algorithm, are also expanding [46,47].

REMOTE CLINICAL TRIAL
“ResearchKit” is a clinical research support service designed to conduct various essential clinical research tasks, such as consent, surveys, and data collection, with a smartphone [48]. This allows medical researchers to easily collect data and conduct effective clinical trials. In addition to DM, apps for clinical research on various diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, autism, seizure, and sleep disorders are being developed and utilized [49-50].

The results of a large-scale remote clinical trial (mSToPs study) using a wearable ECG patch were recently introduced. In this study, major processes such as participant recruitment, informed consent, the delivery of wearable devices, data collection, and observation of clinical courses were performed remotely using a smartphone and electronic medical records [52]. Results showed that, the diagnostic rate of atrial fibrillation was significantly higher in users who used the ECG patch early [53]. Currently, follow-up studies on the effects of early atrial fibrillation detection on the long-term clinical course are underway. In addition, we are preparing relevant article by obtaining potentially meaningful results for the DM subgroup from this study.

FUTURE PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES THAT NEED TO BE RESOLVED
Attempts are being made to introduce digital health elements into the current medical environment. However, it is difficult to embed digital health elements into general medical practice unless clinical efficacy and safety are verified, and a reasonable payment system is established [54].

The U.S. FDA operates a precertification program for some manufacturers to implement policies to increase innovation and access to digital health [55]. The program focuses on the digital health company, rather than on the product, so that precertified companies are expected to meet the same safety and effectiveness standard that the U.S. FDA expects [56]. The operation of these schemes can facilitate the entry of new digital health products into the market. However, current Korean regulations and laws make it difficult to spread digital health components. Moreover, since the Korean health insurance system operates as a single payer, price elasticity is low, and the provision of new treatment techniques tends to be conservative. There is a need to supplement and improve these systems.

More important than the discussion of insurance benefits is whether sufficient clinical evidence has been established for the relevant technology. Reliable research on new technologies related to digital health is not yet sufficient. In particular, verification is needed on how effective digital health-based services are compared to standard treatments in current clinical practice guidelines. In addition, verification is also needed on whether digital health is a treatment that can effectively utilize
limited medical resources through cost-effectiveness studies.

In medicine, the results of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or meta-analyses are considered as the highest evidence level. However, with the recent activation of digital health and big data-based research, new research results that are difficult to attempt in RCTs are appearing. Although such evidence does not satisfy the rigor of RCTs, meaningful results that can lead to changes in actual clinical behavior are presented arguably, in the future, such real world evidence should encourage the use of so-called “actionable data” that are sufficient for clinical or public health action that have been derived objectively and openly [57]. In Korea, a representative example of such “actionable data” is a population-based claims data, and many studies that are difficult to conduct RCTs are being conducted [58,59]. The accumulation of research results based on this philosophy is expected to greatly assist in the rapid spread of new medical technologies. In particular, in relation to the recent global public health crisis, such as COVID-19, this methodology is expected to contribute greatly in the future to promote the rapid introduction and diffusion of new digital health-related technologies such as telemedicine [60]. Although a variety of digital devices are being introduced, a healthcare system needs to be developed to ensure that devices tailored to the patient’s characteristics are used and that data is accumulated over the long term, and that proper education and compensation are made to ensure that chronic diseases such as diabetes and metabolic diseases are ultimately better managed and complications are prevented.

CONCLUSIONS

“P4 medicine” is often mentioned as a key word for future medical care, and was created to mean that future health care is based on four key elements: disease prediction, prevention, personalization and patient participation [61]. However, in the meantime, many digital health-related technologies, already developed, can provide practical assistance to high-risk people with DM and metabolic diseases, and to patients. We are confident that these tools will be widely adopted in future, and that this movement will shape the realization of true “P4 medicine.”
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